
The Rapture ... Confusion regarding the Schedule of Events 

 
Dear Friends 

Here a short information regarding the recently uploaded videos, which are messages from Jesus to Sister Clare 

from 2015 and 2016. They elucidate the Rapture and the most important circumstances accompanying it, from the 

perspective of our Saviour Jesus Christ. 

We are aware, that many of our followers are new on this channel und therefore have not known the 'older' 

messages from Jesus yet. The endeavour of Jesus is always the same since the existence of man... the instruction, 

deliverance and salvation of each and every soul. 

Basically, ALL statements of Jesus are universal, and valid without temporal limitations. Of course, there is 

seasonal information concerning events and dangers, the so called News, yet points in time of great changings are 

announced hundreds and thousands of years ahead. The biggest 'quantum leap' for humanity is the restoration of 

God's Reign of Love. It is the most important event ever - and IT IS AT THE DOOR! 

Jesus' Statement regarding the point of time, that concerns the 'finale' of the reign of evil, is always the same. 

It is depending on US - our prayers, our own actions, and our behaviour towards our fellow men. The 'opposite 

side' should not be underestimated. Jesus' exhortation 'Watch, pray and labor' is not just a 'nice invitation' - 

NO! It is inevitable to learn and understand, that it depends on each and every one. 

Our channel contains without exception statements from Jesus Christ. A believing, yearning heart receives the 

necessary spiritual nourishment. Only a faithful plea to the Lord is necessary. The rhema page on jesus-comes.com 

is very helpful in this respect. We also let ourselves be led by the Lord and publish messages from different 

vessels, which were or are still used by Jesus Christ, as the eternally unchanging source. Please also bear in mind, 

that we do not only publish the present news, but messages given by the Lord since 1840. And they are also not 

only messages for His Bride, but also messages for the rest of humanity, as for example the Trumpet Call of God 

as the wake-up call for the churches and for those gone astray. 

It is necessary to loose ourselves from the allegedly 'secure' just in time behaviour and become strong in our 

trust in God. There are no fixed temporal predictions, because everything is conditionally and depending on our 

prayers and the prayers of others, so only the sequence of events will let us know, when the time has come. He 

gave us this info regarding the events, so we would know, when it comes and that we could warn our relatives and 

countrymen. The whole corrupt, distorted and twisted behaviour must be pried open and removed. And all of us 

have to contribute to this. 

So the Call concerns us ALL, to contribute our part under the Lord's guidance, with all our strength. Time and 

place are secondary... To trust God and looking up to Him is all that counts. 

So please, always consider the date of the messages, so you won't get confused. We are to be ready from moment 

to moment and stay in prayer... 

The Lord's Blessing and Love be with us all. 


